Title: QA Automation Engineer
Location: Pune, India
Overview
appOrbit is an emerging startup enabling customers accelerate the digital transformation of their
businesses. Our vision is to make it possible for enterprises to deploy and manage end to end life
cycle of any application (legacy, cloud native, windows, linux) on any infrastructure (virtual
machines, containers, bare-metal) across any cloud (public, private, hybrid). Our platform is already
helping several dozen customers realize this vision.
Responsibilities









Own product areas and lead the test effort focussed in storage, networking and file system
components.
Work with the engineering team during the feature design and implementation phases to
develop the test methodology (designing the test approach) to test the feature end-to-end
and to develop test plans.
Collaborate with other testing members, developers and customer solutions engineers to
ensure the company delivers high quality products to our customers.
Execute multiple iterations of the test plan by running manual and automated test cases.
Analyse failures and root cause issues, file defects, follow up with developers and other
teams on the resolution.
Automate test cases.
Monitor and manage continuous integration environment.

Qualifications











BE/B.Tech degree in Computer Science or related technical field or equivalent practical
experience.
Minimum 4 years of experience in QA automation
Expertise in Python programming
Should have experience in designing and developing automation framework from scratch
Experience in enterprise software domain (data center and infrastructure technologies)
involving, storage, virtual machines, cloud, clusters, networking and filesystems.
Assist test teams to effectively identify their automation requirements
Leading the automation efforts and build solutions which cater to all automation needs
within the QA
Rich experience on selenium / python based automation frameworks
Ability to write effectively and summarize large amounts of information succinctly and
quickly
Rich experience in automation of Web applications using selenium, protractor for testing
angular Js based web applications and REST interface testing.

Benefits





Fun, creative and fast-paced working environment
Terrific medical and accident insurance plans
Kitchen stocked with snacks & drinks
Flexible time-off with generous paid holidays

